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Sponsorship Provides The Perfect Plan

T

This is Orasson Pierre
from the community
of Cotin. He is standing next to his brand
new motorcycle. His
sponsor, Jerry provided
the funds to buy it so
that Orasson could
work as a motorcycle
taxi driving. However,
this is not where the
story begins.
Orasson grew up in
Cotin with his parents,
four brothers and
three sisters. It is an
isolated farming village near the Haiti –
Dominican border.
Orasson’s parents enrolled him at Cotin in
Preschool 1. Jerry
began sponsoring him
when he was in first
grade. That is when
Orasson’s life changed.
Sponsorship meant
the family could save
money for household
needs. When times
were hard, Jerry
bought food for the
family. Jerry’s faithful
support brought relief
to the whole family.

Orasson Pierre
with his brand new
motorcycle

Before the pandemic
Orasson was planning
to attend the Vocational School to learn
a trade. When things
closed, Orasson put
his plans on hold. He
began renting a motorcycle to earn money
as a taxi driver. The income he was earning
was a boost to the
family’s finances. As
things reopened, Orasson decided to continue as a taxi driver.

He asked Jerry if he
would be willing to buy
him a motorcycle of
his own. Jerry and his
family were happy to
help. They provided
the money to buy a
brand new motorcycle
that Orasson can use
for earning money and
transportation. Being
a taxi driver was not
the plan. Sometimes
our plans change.

Orasson works in
the morning and goes
to school in the afternoon. Jerry continues
to help Orasson in
every way he can.
Jerry’s faithfulness
put Orasson and his
family in a better position for the future.
Your faithfulness will
have a real-life impact
on the young people
we are called to serve.

“Where there is no vision, the people perish...” Proverbs 29:18

Partnership In Missions
New Well Needed At Guedon
Iglè Senat, the
Guedon Principal
with children
from the school

Pastor Joel at
the Gallette
Chambon well
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Thank you for your help to get the well at Gallette
Chambon working. A team of professional well
drillers discovered water in the well at its lowest
depth. They were able to replace the pump, the
pipes and mechanisms, and get the well working.
In the process, we found out that the well at
Guedon is not working. The drilling team discovered that the well is 100 feet and completely dry.
This has been an issue with other school wells.
We would like to drill a new well at 200 feet.
This would give us the best opportunity of the
well surviving any more drops in the water level.
We received offerings already. We need $6,430 in
order to install this new well at Guedon. If you
can help, your support will be greatly appreciated.
We received $1,000 for the plastering project at
the Guedon church. We need $2,800 more in order
to plaster the inside of the church. Thank you!

Four Lives Saved In The Medical Clinic
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Sponsored children come to our campus medical
clinic on a regular basis to see our doctors, have
checkups and receive special help. In February, a
group of children came with some of the parents.
Pastor Yves Labady was there sharing the Gospel
with those who were in the waiting area. Pastor
Yves is the husband of Suzanne, our Clinic
Supervisor. When Pastor Yves presented the plan
of salvation to the group, three children and one
of the moms accepted Christ!
Your prayers and support for Sponsorship and
this ministry are helping change lives for eternity.
The annual budget for the clinic is $32,000. We
are ready to do more, but we need your help.
Your prayers and offerings make the difference!
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